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1. What follows is a rambling recollection of some matters

discusaad with Subjects°

their recollections, as a contribution toward a more complete report or as

a checic on my memory.

2. From AECASSOWARY 3.

a. Source prefaced his remarks with the observation that his

views o not reflect any Vatican line, rather they reflect on what he has

learne plus his own personal evaluations thereon, primarily from two

Patria; chate, and bits of information gleaned from letters between emigres

source , --reading of the Soviet press, suc 

I 

as the Journal of the Moscow

in the est and their relatives in the Ukraine and Poland.

b. Source agreed with 	 of Soviet

policy yersus religion as two-edged---destruction at home and propaganda

exploitation abroad. Source vatic stated that within recent months the

trend thin the USSR has been to intensify the anti-religious campgakin

but to nake it more scientific and "cultural" as well.

c. Metropolitan SLIFYY. Source stated that he spent two

days ih Rome within recent months, but did not get to see SLIFYY, who was

away fr in that city at the time. Source left a note with SLIPYY's secretary

dxpresS ng regret at not being able to catch the Metropolitan. Later Source

obtained a very brief letter from SLIPYY (Source and SLIPY( were =how close

in Lvol; before World War II). In his note, SLIPYY asked Source to do bthee

things: -1 one was to collect and publish in the mmigraion all of the writings

of the late NetropolitanTOMAmdrey SHEPTITSKIY; another was to resume in the

emigra on the publication of the former theological journal pulbished in

Lvov,	 oslovi e("Theology"), which SLIPYY used to edit; the third item, this

writer as forgotten. The note from SLIPYY was significant, according to

Source, in that the salutation was rather warm ("Dear Father John") and that

the co4piimentary close could be , eostruecras a warning re alertness because
"

of Cbmirnist emnity toward the Source (something like "take veryt very. very

I suggest that others present might also contribute
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good care f your health"). Source stated that he has already begun to collect

SHEPTYTSK s writings, but in regard to the proposed journal, he can take no

rea 1 obligations until he has an understainding with SLIPYY regarding policy

and contez. Source stated that because of imprisonment SLIPYY is 18 years

behind in heology, and moreover, he, the Source, has moral standards and views

of his owil This matter, thereeore, of the 214 journal, will have to be discussed

personall with SLIPYY before Source can engage on such a venture. Source stated

he undoubt i dly will see SLIPYY before the latter 's return to the Soviet Union,

Source fee ing that SLIPPYY is acting as though he indeed plans to return

(has a ci4let diplomatic passport, has reliable p76Vsts in the Ukraine, keeps

up good relations with the Soviet embassy in Rome, steers clear of rabid anti-

Communists in the West, etc.) Source stated that he might see SLIPYY sometime

in the early months of 1964. He stated he would be willing to discuss "with us"

eilitelthe	 significant outcome or his impressions 0 and when such a

mfillplimeetirlg should take place.

d. Source opined that the Vatican-Moscow negotiations would continue

under Popp Paul VI, less impulsively perhaps than in the days of Pope John =MI

but with re finesse and thought from the Vatican side. Both sides are taking

risks in is venture. The Vatican is forced int o such talks because of the—

criticial ate of Christianity behind the Iron Irma Curtain, requiring some sort
....

of eff t to prevent total decay, which is threatened in such satellite countries

as CzecI.s1oVakia and Hungary by the peace-priest movement organized by the

Communi s. On the other hand, for Nikita KHRUSHCHEV'N0440 there may also be

risks, tt gains for the Kremlin from their own point of view may be more

real. FIlr, at least in regard to the Ukrainian SSR, KHRUSHCHEV'may well feel

there 1_0) no real threat from A0114 religion, and he may feel that in a decade

or two

the Ukr

even in

all trace of Christian organization may die in the USSR. Internally in

ne, therefore, KHRUSHCHET sees no danger in playing with SLIPYY or

permitting him to return to Lvov and giving him a church to tend to.

In a decade or two, SLIPPYY and all his dreams will come to naught. But there

will be keai propaganda gains for KHRUSHCHEVr and the Communist Parties in the

West if y succeed in getting the Western masses to believe that a real
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attitude toward them be? The minds of such priests, who undoubtedly

t SLIPYY is now in Rome, must be full of forebodings. The editor

thcdox journal in ij Lvov, the mouthpiece of the Moscow Patriarchate

a priest whom Source knew personally in the past, reportedly recently

commit suicide. What was the motive for that tragedy? Soaprce

d that it could have been connected with rumors of SLIPYY's probable

10IK Lvov. Source is certain that there are some"illegal preists"

stern Ukraine still loyal to SLIPYY, men who have been deprived of

ishes, exiled to Siberia, andnow returned to their native areas.

the men, both clergy and lay, that SLIPPYY undoubtedly hopes to

defend by his conduct in Rome. How many such there are Source was

speculate, but onexf of them, Fathe3((fnu) VELYCHKOVSKIY, an old

Redemptol-ist priest who had once studied in Belgium, visited SLIPYY in Moscow

prior -t:) SLIPYY's departure from Rome. Father VELICHKOVSKYY was one of the

three four "illegal preists" who conducted the funeral (also illegal) of

detente a nd ffeedom of reglious has been established in the LDSR.. The

Communis s can only gain. This too, Source feels certain theVatican knows,

but ha to balance that undesirabily against the necessity of doing something

to help theChurch behind the Iron Curtain.

e. Further/ the return of SLIPYY to Lvov might even heighten the

•traged of Christianity In the USSR. SLIPPY'S church is no longer legal, its

proper 3. and faithful for the most part having bileApw been incorporated by force

into t e Patriarchial Church in Moscow. The weak priests and faithful either

stoppeA going to Church or opportunistically consented to the change. The

maftyr lay and clerical, spent ten to twenty years in Siberia and now have

return 4 to their native areas. If SLIPYY returns to Lvov, whom should he

favor? The martyre and illegal priests, shall they get back their 44 churches
,---,

and p	 es? What is going to happen to the opportunis ts who collaborated
__..

with t Soviets in destroying SLIPYY l b Chtirch and who now control the

parish	 Source noted that he personally knows the Patriarchial Bishop of

islaviv and his assistant-40k both of them were Ukrainian Catholic

Ariests one of them studied with Source at Innsbruck, Austria. Did they knuckle

under td Moscow because of sheer opportunism or out of idealism? What will
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refused to

th	 (fnu) RUD's in the Western U kraine. These "illegal priests

ly without parishes, cannot conduct services, etc., and SLIPYY

• has their welfare in mind. Source is sure that the Communist regime

•bout these priests gnd SLIPYY 's hopes for them.

f. +There is a crisis in the Ukrainian Church evoked by SLIPYYS

in the West. SLIPYY refuses to have anything to do with the Church

Yet he is their spiritual leader, and they feel his attitude

as against them • SLIPYY's tlOcoolness toward the emigres can be

n part by partisan expoloitation of interviews originally given to

:
—

s by SLD?YY, the indpvi qua la using these condlacts for their own

LSuch partisanship caused SLIPYY to announce that he is the

of all Ukrainians and to refuse to see any more emigres. He

meet with a delegation that came to Munich to see him. This, Soir-ce

felt, can also be a tactic del*ned to proteEt SLIPYY's followers in the

several t

Pressures

telphoned

18 years

effort to

SLIPYY al

that if h

Embassy i

g. When Aleksey ADZHUBEY was in Rome, Source stated, he tried

as to meet with ELIPYY. Reportedly the Metropolitan refused,

are still put on him, and finally in desperation, SLIPYY allegedly

o the Soviet ambassador in Rome in protest, saying that for the

that he had been in prison in the USSR ADZHUBEY had made no

alk with him 2 and why therefore does he want to talk with me now?

gedly told the Ambassador that he does not want to see ADZHDUBEY, but

is required to, he wants the meeting to take place in the Soviet

Rome in the presence of the ambassador.

h. Sou .ce talked lengthily on the Problem of Church Unity as it effects

churches. There are two bodies in Rome directly concerned with thd

Christian Unity group headed by Cardinal BEA, which is ,concelmod

oncerned with the Protestants in the West, and the Co regation of the

as (or Churches?), to which all the	 ntalChurches united with Rome

inistratively. TO the latter belong such hierarchs as Archbishop BUOHKO,

ian Catholic bishops of the U.S., Canada, etc. This organ logically

concerned with SLIPYY and union with the Orthodox Churches. B ut this



body as nothing to do with SLIPYY or negotiaons with the Orthdox Churches

in t East.	 is is because of history--the ORWIR Orthodox churches refuse

de

t	 This

to	 with that body, because of memories of the past, and they consider
....■■••■•

it th same wa y that the Slavic peoples in the East consider Hitler's

Ostmi isterium, in a negative way. The Congregation of the Eastern Rites
11

(orwhejtever that body's name is) had nothing to do with briring SLIM to

Rome-was not : even aware of nego tiations for his arrival. This was al 1

done fvia Cardinal BEA's group, and WILDEBRANDS who went to Moscow is from

that oup. SLIPYY now in Rbme like*se has nothing to do with the

group a5roltore4a4 Source felt that this was a flaw in the Vatican P s structural

organ'_zation, and that the fault for this lies in Rome rather than with

the	 odox churches that refuse to deal with the Congregation set up

to dei1 with the East.

1. Subject's contacts in Rome are mainly and naturally with

the Cingretion of the Eastern Churches (TESTA, BUCKHKO, Velykyy, etc.).

VEL ' the head of the Basilian Order, is disturbed in that the Ecumenical

Counc thus far has said not a word about the great heresy of this century--
11

aktedistikatheistic Communism. Source's sympathies, however, are totally

withae BEA faction. He holds that Cardinal OTTAVIANI andilis wing isI.----
finished. Cardinal DOEPFNER of Muhich has written Source a letter giving

high p aise for his article on the Council in Suchasnist. The second part

of S4 ect's two-part article on the Council was withheld from SLIFYY by

some ircles in the Vatican, but eventually SLIPYY was pleased to be able

to re it.

j. Pochayivskaaa Lavra. Subject stated that the recent 'Soviet

campa n against that monastery has nationalist undertones that are not

eviden to many observers. In the past at sigl,c times either Uniate or Orthodox,

this " lhynian monastery had served as a magent for Christian-OS pilgrimages

from V4hynia an alicia. In the nineteenth centry the monastery was completeOly
\ yRussified and it ecame a "nest" of Russian Orthodoxy and of the "Black

Hundr (Chornaya Sotnya) 0 It remained so under post-Versailles Fbland--

Subjec visited it in 1930 and here were then around 200 monks there, not one

able or calling to speak Ukrai ian. This tragedy of Orthodoxy in the Ukraine
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ft 411.:11.* WW4 ft

led to t b alienation of the Church from the masses. Volhynia became rife with

sektant	 some two millions of them, poeple who fell away from the "official"

church .1er the tsars bedase o f its foreignness. After the Revolution,

specific y in Poland, this alienatio as expressed in the proclivity on the

part of tie Volhynian masses for Bolshevi4--the anti-Chiarch attitude of the

peasants urtured by official Orthodoxy of the Tsars was easily exploited by
1

the anti-hurch communists--and for a time the Sel-Rob Party in
	

Volhynia

a Common	 group, had great success in Poland, in large part becasue of their

struggle
1	 I

in those says was the P ochayevskaya Lavra. Thieitt historical background

may playl imatx role in olcent sad events at the monastery--Ukrainian communists

closing e monastery for patriotic reasons, masking their motives in official

ainst the Russified Orthodox Church in Poland. Their favorite target

Marxist phraseology.

k. Conkress in Salsburg, Austria. Subject stated he gave a scholarly
P°14r.

report on Christainity in Eastern Euorpe this summer in SalsbRrg Wan international

Congress rganized in honor of Sts. Cyril and M ethodias, the patron saints of

the Slav. T he organizors of the conference were mostly Germans, and it

11
carriediNtit5 as its leitmotiv the groat contrii-17tion of Western Euorope (specifilarly

the Germ s) in bringing culture and Christianity to the East. The kulturtraeger 

concept, as Source put it. Source's paper pointed to a contrary thesis, and

more or ss upheld the high cultural level of the-Swik Slays at the time of

Cyril an Methodius. Source's paper was privately and publicly praised by

Prof (fni GEORGIE; a Bulgarian Communist historian who also attended the

congress, GEORGIEV, Source, and Father Isidor RAYAVYEVSKIY, a Ukrainian

Catholic riest-historian from the U.S., shared the same hotel in Salzberg

and got	 know heach other rather well. They would eat trOR together, exchange

polita t .1hnical talk, etc. They admired each other for their common Slavic

views, al. GEORGIEV showed high regard for Ukrainians and fikrainian contributions

to Bul	 in culture, etc. GEORGIEV stated that he is a firm Communist, an fact,

a former artisan, and he is, according to Source, an o utstanding authority on

the 8th d 9th centaries. GEORGIEV and IIKENTNINV NAHAYEVSKIY are now in

correspo ling, sending each other scholarly works on an exchange basis. Fhu GUDZIY,

a flamo i Ukrainian Soviet literary historian wa s supposed to pear in Salzberg,
/

but in et did hot show.
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. Die Kirche in Not. Source stated that he

group of Germans interested in religion behin

that he took those present to task with biting

\

recently gave a talk

1 the Iron Curtain. Source

irony because of their

superior attitude toward the peoples of the East. One of the purposes of the

confelJ, nceas to honor, as the Germans put it, Monsignor SLIPYY. Subject

fateful division of one nation and its church was imx

Germany, and today the Germans, 40 years later, are d

Berlir, Wall, to which they call the attention of the

worldJ Had the Germans paid attention to the wall at

years Ago they would not have a Berlin Wall today.

where ill the wall be? Another point source stated

then unheeded in

vided by the

ntire non-COmmunist

the Zbruch forty

d forty hears hence

he rubbed in was the

elsew Ire, and it is hmtm futile to see poliical sign

The W tern craze over the poet YEVTUSHENKO was also

point out that YEVTUSHENKO was a hack handpicked by

purpo s and cited some young Ukrainian poets wkm of w

never eard as standard-bearers of real literature of

state he was applauded when he finished his diatribe

scene iast in order not to get involved in polemics.

1.  Pierre Teilhard de Chardin  • Source prai ed this decased

Frenchntans philosophical wiitings and said that they ould make a great

impression on the Soviet intelligentsia if his writin t s were rendered into

their !languages. Source stated. that it was not true th t this Jesuit's

writi s were on the Vatican's Index. He stated that 	 e works of the

but he left the
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young Ukrairiian Soviet poet Valery KOROTYCH are of a religious nature, citing

specifial1 the poem "The Surgeon 's Hands," za mystical treatment of the life-

saving thir s such hands do • If KOROT YCH read Teilhard de Chardin, Source

mused, he would be profoundly moved.

n. VERHUN Tsiszat_ Source commented on his this man used to hang

around ti Ukrainian church circles in Munich in search cbil information, acting

among o, r things as the tailor for church dignitaries. He lived as a

sub—ten	 of the emigre scholar Prof. Yuriy STUDYNSKIY. 2x VERHUN later

defected 0 the Soviets, and was used in a CA play by the RIS in their

efforts • put taame for the murder of BANDERA on the Germans and on BANDERA's

own org zation. AECASS 2 stated that VERHUN is now employed xx in a Lvov

Library, here he acts as an informant, including contacting tourists in

that ci

o. Vienna. Source stated that he gave some sort of spiritual

exercise at the Ukrainian parish in Vienna and held pessimistic views regarding

its future and stated it is riddled with RIS informants. He stated that the

current pastor there, one Father (fnu) KUPRYANETS is to be replaced soon .

Names as ,o RIS suspects, etc., are unremembered by the writer, but it seems

thqt Sou be discussed these matters in some detail with Mr. MK Peter

BARANOWS i t who might be able to provide more information.

p. Father IVANYSYN aka IVANYK. Source stated that a suspicious

Ukraini Catholic priest has shown up in Munich, where he is to get some church

assignme	 This man had been in the "Galicia" Division during World War Two,

emigrate to Argentina, thence to the U.S., (perhaps via Canada7), where he

was stet Cried for a time in Chicago. From the U.S. he came to Munich. Source

was aske by IVANYSYN to help get documents in Munich / but asked that his

last nam be put as IVANYK, not IVANYSYN. Why? Little is known about him in

church c'rcles. H e wears a xx toupee to cover his baldness . Why?
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3. From AECASSOWARY 2: 	
CJeieLif

The writer discussed Source's trip to Canada during the

social c tact. Some gleanings;-

a. Source met with Prof. George LUCKYY of Toronto, who has three

or four S viet students studying under Aim, as part of the Canadaian- USSR

excchange program. In excchange, "three or four Uke progessive youths are

xtxx froe Canada are studying in the USSR."

b. DIEFFENBAKER, who comes from Western ZCanada where Uke

farmers frm a compact mass, is fighting mad at the US for many reasons. One

of them i e that the State Department fought DIEFFENBAKMS efforts at the UN

to air the Ukrainian problem, in essenee dictating Canadian policy versus

the MSR.

c. Ukrainian "progressives" are a big problem in Canada, and

will cont ue to be because of Soviet support. They have some huge "cooperatives"

in Canada , hundreds of acres cordoned off by barbed wire p to which the Mounted

Police ha lve no access. What goes on there the Canadian authorities do not know.

The "coope atives" make huge profits. Source got this poop from one Fnu DAVID

a Canad4i intelligence officer of Ukrainian origin. DAVID's name origninally

was sometiing like DAVIDOVICH. He is one of two Canadian-Ukrainians in the

Mounties who are now going to recruit more such. The Soviet Embassy is brazen

in its s4 ort of the progressives. Ambassador Ivan SEPEDKO is a Ukrainian

and goes a out progressive communities agitating and organizing. He has twice

been warne by the Canadian government about interfering in Canadian internal

affairs.	 oEditors at least of Ukrainian "progrestive" papers in Canada studied

"journaliam" in the USSR, fnu MATSIYEVICH and Fnu KRAVCHUK. The Soviet-"progressive"

tactic is o have Ukratxxin Canadian youths of Ukrainian origin travel to

Latin Amer ca, disappear for several years, during which span they go to the

USSR for

organizer

Anglo-Sax

udy, then return via Latin America to Canada as agitator and

The Soviet plan also calls for importing pro-Communist professors of

background fro in England to take nrofeseeri pi inhn in


